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1. Nothing is better than validating data integrity on entry. Structured data validation using “tidy” fields 

(values comprised of one observation and one variable) is clearly the best approach. However, if you must 
clean an untidy dataset in Excel, consider these strategies: 
 

2. Multiple fields in one column 
a. Single row + well-delimited or fixed-width: Text-to-Columns 

 
b. Multiple rows per record + well delimited/fixed width: =SUBSTITUTE(B2,CHAR(10),"") 

i. CHAR(10) is the 10th character in ASCII, which is a line break. 
ii. Must then Copy and Paste Values in a new row to continue working with this data. 

 
c. Not well delimited/variable width: much more difficult – options include… 

i. Extracting Honorifics/Prefixes – Using LEFT:   
=IF(SUM(--ISNUMBER(SEARCH({"Ms.","Dr.","Mr.","Miss","Rev.","Prof.","Captain"}, 
F2)))>0,LEFT(F2,FIND(" ",F2)-1),"") 

1. {} represents an array that is used for searching in the field (F2). This approach 
requires every prefix option be included in your array. 

2. The double minus signs before ISNUMBER (--) change Boolean results to binary 
– 1,0 instead of True,False, making it so you can sum them. 

3. Sum is used to add the 1,0 for the array search. When greater than 0 (meaning 
a match), returns the Left word up to the space “ “. If 0, returns the closest 
thing Excel has to a null field (it is actually a text field with no value). 

4. LEFT returns the value from F2 starting from the left and returning a given 
number of characters, in this case after FINDing the first space, minus 1 to not 
include the space in the extraction. 

5. Alternately, you can name your array (using Name Box / Name Manger) and 
refer to the cell range in your formula, but you will need to use 
CTRL+SHIFT+ENTER to save it as an array formula (will display with  
brackets {}). 

a. =IF(SUM(--ISNUMBER(SEARCH(honorific,F2)))>0,LEFT(F2,FIND(" ",F2)-
1),"") 

 
ii. Extracting Credentials/suffixes – Using SUBSTITUTE & TRIM when working from the 

RIGHT: 
=IF(SUM(--ISNUMBER(SEARCH({"MBA","Ph.D.","MD","DDS","Esq."},I2)))>0, 
TRIM(RIGHT(SUBSTITUTE(I2," ",REPT(" ", 99)), 99)),"") 

1. Similar to the above in the logic test to SEARCH for a match with the words in 
the array. This approach requires every suffix option be included in your array. 

2. When working from the right, FIND (used above) may not work because the 
function starts from the left. The work around it… 

3. This function SUBSTITUTEs all characters to the left of the RIGHT most word 
with 99 REPT (repeating) spaces, and then TRIMs the 99 spaces back down to a 
single space.  
 

iii. Using LEN (Length) as a way to indicate starting place for extraction: 
=IF(G2="",F2,RIGHT(F2,LEN(F2)-LEN(G2)-1)) 

1. LEN is a useful way for calculating starting points for returning values with 
removed prefixes or suffixes. 

 
iv. Multiple given names (middle name or multiple first names) add significant complexity 

and may not be achievable without manual editing. 
 



3. Irrelevant records or outliers 
a. Sorting and Filtering are often simple ways to identify outliers when the data set isn’t too large or 

when fields have upper/lower limits or are nominal data. 
b. Select the top row, go to the DATA ribbon and select filter.   
c. You can sort from within the filter menu. 
d. If the dataset isn’t too large, scroll down and look for outliers.  
e. Generally, we do not delete outliers but rather “exclude” them in analysis/visualization. 

 
4. Duplicate Records 

a. Conditional Formatting is often a simple way to identify duplicates. 
b. The range of cells with which you are checking for duplicates must be selected before applying 

the conditional formatting. 
 

 
 

5. Converting data types 
a. Select the column and then go to Cell Formatting.  

 

 
 
 

6. Finally, you may use Find and Replace to make global changes in your document. For example, if you want 
to get rid of honorifics (“Dr.” for example), you may search for it (Find under Edit menu) in your data and 
replace it with no value, in effect deleting it. You want to be cautious though as it is preferred not to 
permanently delete your original data, so make sure you have a backup of the original. Alternately, you 
can place any fields you think you don’t need into columns you won’t use, preserving the data if needed. 


